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VERIFICATION 
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__________________________ 
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Petitioner Anthony Johnson (“Johnson”) brings this petition for 

an extraordinary writ of mandate pursuant to Cal. Code of Civ. Proc. 

(“C.C.P.”) Section 904.1 subsect. (b) to appeal the judgment in favor 

of the real party in interest, Storix, Inc. (“Storix”). This Petition for an 

extraordinary writ is proper because the judgment was less than 

$5,000. (C.C.P § 904.1(b).)  

This Petition asks this Court to reverse the judgment against 

Johnson on grounds that: 1) Storix had no authority to bring the 

lawsuit against Johnson; 2) the lawsuit must have been brought as a 

shareholder derivative action; and 3) the only successful claim was 

based on an email protected by litigation privilege. 

Most importantly, Storix and the cross-defendants still have 

numerous pending motions for costs, fees, and bonds that will cost 

Johnson hundreds of thousands of dollars, thereby financially 

depriving him any further right to petition. All such motions would be 

rendered moot if this Court finds against Storix’s on a single $3,739 

claim.  

II. AN EXTRAORDINARY WRIT IS APPROPRIATE 
UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES 

The superior court denied Johnson’s motion for new trial on 

November 10, 2019. Johnson timely filed a notice of appeal on 

December 7, 2019, which was filed in this Court on March 6, 2019. 

Granting this Petition will provide urgent relief from financial burden 

that threatens Johnson’s right to petition or appeal unrelated issues 
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Storix will suffer no prejudice since, if the Petition is granted, Storix 

would no longer be a party to the pending appeal and therefore 

relieved of all current litigation under the direction of the cross-

defendant company directors. It will further unburden this Court by 

bifurcating Storix’s complaint from Johnson’s appeal of the judgment 

on his cross-complaint pending appeal (case no. D075308). 

A. Circumstances Exist to Justify the Delay and Urgency of 
This Petition 

"An appellate court may consider a petition for an extraordinary 

writ at any time [citation], but has discretion to deny a petition filed 

after the 60-day period applicable to appeals, and should do so absent 

`extraordinary circumstances' justifying the delay." (Volkswagen of 

America v. Superior Court (2001) 114 Cal.Rptr.2d 541, 545 (citing 

Popelka, Allard, McCowan & Jones v. Superior Court (1980) 107 

Cal.App.3d 496, 499); italics in original.)  

An ordinary appeal of the judgment in favor of Storix does not 

provide an adequate remedy at law given the current urgency of 

resolving this matter. “In the circumstances, the availability of an 

eventual remedy by appeal from an unfavorable judgment is not 

adequate.” (City of Ontario v. Superior Court (1993) 12 Cal. App. 4th 

894, 898.) Extraordinary circumstances exist that warrant review of 

the judgment on Storix’s claim against Johnson because of the 

increasing financial hardship Storix continues to impose on Johnson.  
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Johnson has been burdened with 4 years of unemployment 

while having to commit substantial time and financial resources to 

litigation, while the cross-defendants (the Storix board) directed 

Johnson’s own 40% share of Storix’s profits to the litigation against 

him. (Johnson Decl. ¶¶ 5, 7; RJN Ex. 9 at ¶ 30, Ex. 24 at ¶ 13.) Storix 

continues to derive about $2M per year from the sales of the software 

Johnson created. (RJN Ex. 9 at ¶ 30, Ex. 24 at ¶ 3.) Immediately after 

trial, Johnson was forced begin representing himself, and brought a 

motion for new trial which the court denied. There was little urgency 

in separately appealing Storix’s award of only $3,739. But due to 

significant delay by the court in preparing the reporter and clerk 

transcripts, the briefing schedule has still not been set, and Johnson’s 

financial ability to continue the appeal is now seriously threatened. 

(Johnson Decl. ¶¶ 10-11.) 

The cross-defendants (individually and as Storix) have pending 

post-trial motions for costs and fees to be heard in July 2019 that 

collectively amount to $112,500.44. Johnson posted a $50,000 bond 

as a plaintiff in a shareholder derivative suit consolidated with this 

action, which he expected to recover after trial, but the superior court 

released it to the cross-defendants even though they incurred no 

expenses in the matter. Johnson faces another potentially substantial 

bond pending appeal in this matter.  
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Johnson demanded that Storix indemnify him for over $330,000 

he spent defending against the $1.2M claim brought against him as a 

company director, but the cross-defendants denied him any 

indemnification on the basis of Storix’s successful $3,739 claim. 

(Johnson Decl. ¶ 8.)  In January 2019, Johnson had no recourse but to 

bring a new lawsuit against the Cross-Defendants for unlawfully 

denying him indemnification and for directing Storix to bring a 

malicious claim against him. (RJN, Ex. 1.) Cross-defendants brought 

a motion demanding that Johnson post yet another bond for $160,000 

to cover all anticipated costs and fees, including a pending anti-

SLAPP motion. (Johnson Dec. ¶ 9.)  

Absent relief by this Petition, Johnson will suffer irreparable 

damage from numerous motions and related costs that will ultimately 

prevent Johnson from further enforcing his rights in court or any hope 

of recovery. (Johnson Dec. ¶ 11.)   

B. The Petition Properly Asks this Court to Dispose of the 
Claim as a Matter of Law 

“[W]here a significant issue of law is raised, and where 

resolution of the issue in favor of the petitioner would result in a final 

disposition as to that party, review by writ is appropriate.” (Curry v. 

Superior Court (1993) 20 Cal.App.4th 180, 183, 24 Cal. Rptr.2d 495.) 

“While the fact that a ruling would result in a final disposition does 

support the decision to grant writ relief.” (Volkswagen of America v. 
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Superior Court, supra, at 546; italics in original.) Johnson puts forth 

numerous arguments below, each of which provides sufficient legal 

authority for disposing of the case.  

III. PERTINENT FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

In 2003, Johnson incorporated Storix to sell the software he 

created and copyrighted in 1999 under a corporate entity. (RJN Ex. 7, 

Undisputed Fact #1; RJN Ex. 9 at ¶ 11, Ex. 5.) Johnson gifted 60% 

share of Storix to his four long-term employees, David Huffman, 

Richard Turner, Manuel Altamirano and David Kinney (herafter 

“Cross-Defendants”) (RJN, Ex. 7, Undisputed Fact #2.) Johnson later 

resigned due to a hostile work environment created by the Cross-

Defendants.  (Johnson Decl. ¶7, Ex. 1.) Johnson eventually filed the 

copyright infringement lawsuit in federal court, and Storix filed a 

counter-claim of copyright ownership. (Johnson Decl. ¶ 3.)  

In August 2015, Cross-Defendants directed Storix counsel to 

file the above-captioned lawsuit against Johnson, alleging that 

Johnson breached a fiduciary duty as a Storix director by intending to 

operate a competing business in California. (RJN, Ex. A at p. 4.) 

There was no Storix board or shareholder meeting to discuss or 

approve the lawsuit. (RJN, Ex. 7, Undisputed Fact #11.) The lawsuit 

was file the morning of a settlement conference in the copyright case 

(RJN Ex. 9, Decl. Ex. 25) and served on Johnson at his home in 

Florida. (RJN Ex. 9 at ¶ 13 Ex. 7.) Nine months later, Storix amended 
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the complaint, adding an allegation related to an email Storix claims 

was sent by Johnson to its “past, current and/or potential future 

customers”. (RJN, Ex. 2 at ¶¶ 17, 22.)  

In April 2016, Johnson filed his cross-complaint that alleging 

personal damages caused by the Cross-Defendants filing the direct 

lawsuit against him without the approval of Storix. (RJN, Ex. 3, ¶¶ 47, 

60, 62.) The court granted the Cross-Defendants’ special motion to 

strike (anti-SLAPP) allegations pertaining to the claim because it was 

protected by litigation privilege (Civ. Code 42(b)), but “the Court 

[did] not address whether Cross-Complainant has produced sufficient 

admissible evidence supporting these claims.” (RJN Ex. 16 at p. 4.)  

In May 2017, Cross-Defendants Huffman, Turner, Altamirano 

and Smiljkovich signed affidavits stating that they personally 

approved the lawsuit against Johnson while they were serving on the 

board in 2015. (RJN, Ex. 6 at p. 7.) The same day, Storix held an 

board meeting noticed only two days earlier whereat Cross-

Defendants Huffman, Altamirano and Smiljkovich voted to ratify the 

prior decision. (RJN Ex. 5 at ¶ 11; Ex. 20 at p. 20-21.)   

In February 2018, a jury rejected Storix’s $1.2M claim of 

“unjust enrichment” and “unfair head-start” related to its allegation of 

Johnson operating a “secret” competing business. (RJN Ex. 4 at p. 6, 

Quest. ¶¶ 4, 7.) However, the jury found that Johnson breached a duty 

of loyalty to Storix by sending an email to some of its customers, 
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awarding Storix the $3,739.14 it demanded due to lost employee 

productivity. (RJN Ex. 4 at p. 6, Quest. ¶ 8.)  

In June 2018, immediately after the bifurcated trial of the 

shareholder derivative claims, the court denied Johnson’s motion for 

judgment notwithstanding the judgment (“JNOV”) which he argued 

the same legal issues raised herein. The court ambiguously stated in 

its order that “there was authority to bring this lawsuit” and “the 

litigation privilege does not apply to the email”. (RJN Ex. 11.) The 

court did not find on the factual issue of whether the lawsuit must 

have been brought as a shareholder derivative action. After the court 

entered its judgment, Johnson brought provided further arguments and 

authorities on the same issues in motion for new trial. (RJN Ex. 12 at 

pp. 9-12.) In November 2018, the Court denied the motion, stating 

only that the issues have “already been adjudicated in this court and it 

was determined that they have no merit.” (RJN Ex. 13 at p. 3.) 

Johnson filed notice of appeal in the superior court on December 10, 

2018 (RJN Ex. 14), and Johnson received notice of the filing in this 

Court of Appeals on March 6, 2019. (RJN Ex. 15.)  

Storix filed a cost memorandum for $26,904 and Cross-

Defendants filed a memorandum for $55,713 (RJN Ex. 17.) Johnson 

was ordered to pay Cross-Defendants $29,884.15 in fees for their 

partially successful anti-SLAPP motion that struck Johnson’s cross-

claim regarding the lawsuit being filed without Storix’s approval 
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(RJN Ex. 4 at p. 10:14-17.) Based on the $3,739 judgment against 

Johnson, the court dismissed Johnson as a shareholder derivative 

plaintiff after he litigated the case on Storix’s behalf for 3 ½ years 

(RJN Ex. 4 at p. 6:24-27) then ordered the $50,000 bond Johnson 

posted to bring the shareholder derivative lawsuit (on Storix’s behalf) 

be released to the Cross-Defendants. (RJN Ex. 18 at p. 2) even though 

all of their legal expenses were paid by Storix. (RJN Ex. 4 at p. 15:3-

19.) 

Since 2011, the Cross-Defendants in this case have held a 

majority of stock in Storix and the Storix board majority. (Johsn  

IV. LEGAL STANDARDS 

“Sanction orders or judgments of five thousand dollars ($5,000) 

or less against a party or an attorney for a party may be reviewed on 

an appeal by that party after entry of final judgment in the main 

action, or, at the discretion of the court of appeal, may be reviewed 

upon petition for an extraordinary writ.” CCP § 904.1(b). 

Whether a lawsuit is properly authorized is an essential element 

of standing, thus a question of law subject to de novo review. 

(Pillsbury v. Karmgard (1994) 22 Cal.App.4th 743, 757 [plaintiff 

lacked standing when institutional trustee had not granted him 

authority to sue on behalf of trust.].) Pure questions of law are 

reviewed de novo. (People v. Cromer (2001), 24 Cal.4th 889, 894.) 

The de novo standard of review applies in cases involving 

questions of law arising from undisputed facts. (See Ghirardo v. 

Antonioli (1994) 8 Cal.4th 791, 799); See also Jenkins v. County of 
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Riverside (2006) 138 Cal.App.4th 593, 604.) "If … the inquiry 

requires a critical consideration, in a factual context, of legal 

principles and their underlying values, the question is predominantly 

legal and its determination is reviewed independently." (Crocker Nat’l 

Bank v. City and County of San Francisco (1989) 49 Cal.3d 881, 888.) 

V. ARGUMENT 

A. Storix Had No Authority to Bring this Lawsuit Against 
Johnson 

1. The Lawsuit Was Not Approved or Ratified By a 
Disinterested Board. 

Johnson filed a motion for summary judgment on the same 

grounds argued herein. (RJN Ex. 19 at pp. 4-6.) Robin Sassi, a 

director at the time the lawsuit was filed, provided a corresponding 

declaration stating that no board meeting was held to approve the 

lawsuit. (RJN, Ex. 8 at ¶¶ 5-6.) Johnson’s Statement of Undisputed 

Facts included that there was never a board meeting to approve the 

lawsuit. (RJN, Ex. 7, Undisputed Fact #11.) Storix objected to this 

fact without providing any evidence to the contrary, and the court 

overruled the objection. (RJN Ex. 21 at p. 2.)   

Days before filing an opposition to Johnson’s summary 

judgment motion, Storix called a board meeting with only three days 

notice, whereat Cross-Defendants Huffman, Turner and Altamirano 

produced a declaration (signed the same day the notice) stating that 

they were directors who personally reviewed and approved the 

complaint against Johnson the morning it was filed two years earlier. 
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(RJN, Ex. 6 at p. 7.) Johnson argued that any action taken by a board 

without a meeting requires the written consent of all directors, not just 

their majority. (Corp. Code section 307, subd. (b).) Cross-Defendants 

Huffman, Altamirano and Smiljkovich occupied the board majority at 

the time of the 2017 meeting (Johnson Decl. at ¶ 7), and they voted to 

ratify the 2015 board decision to bring the lawsuit.  

At the time they ratified the lawsuit, Huffman, Altamirano and 

Smiljkovich were already being sued on Johnson’s cross-complaint 

for bringing the lawsuit without the authority or approval of a 

disinterested board. Not only did they have a personal interested in the 

outcome of the suit, but their belatedly ratifying it also served to 

relieve them from that liability. "[T]he decision must be made by an 

independent majority of board members who were not financially or 

otherwise interested in the challenged transaction, whether or not they 

approved it." (Findley v. Garrett (1952) 109 Cal.App.2d 166, 174-

175.) “[A] director is independent when he is in a position to base his 

decision on the merits of the issue rather than being governed by 

extraneous considerations or influences.” (Katz v. Chevron Corp. 

(1994) 22 Cal.App.4th 1352, 1367 (quoting Kaplan v. Wyatt 

(Del.Super.Ct. 1985) 499 A.2d 1184, 1189).) 

Johnson’s right to have the lawsuit dismissed for lack of 

standing cannot be defeated by Cross-Defendants’ belated attempt to 

ratify their prior unlawful decision. The “right to a dismissal cannot be 
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taken away by a later ratification.” (Dominguez v. Superior Court 

(1983) 139 Cal.App.3d 692, 695 (citing Civ. Code, section 2313 [“No 

unauthorized act can be made valid, retroactively, to the prejudice of 

third persons, without their consent.”]).)  

The Cross-Defendants were careful never to use the names of 

the “board majority” who have persistently voted to litigate against 

Johnson. (RJN Ex. 10, #27 [“three directors acknowledged and 

approved of the plan”]; RJN Ex. 5 at ¶ 11 [“a majority of the current 

board of directors voted in favor of ratifying the August 2015 

approval by the majority of the then-current board”].) The invitation 

to the May 15 board meeting, sent from Storix counsel 

(…@procopio.com) shows that Cross-Defendants Huffman, 

Altamirano and Smiljkovich (…@storix.com) were the only the three 

who voted to ratify the lawsuit. (RJN Ex. 22.) The only other director 

besides Johnson was Robin Sassi, who signed an affidavit in support 

of Johnson’s summary judgment motion. (RJN Ex. 8). Furthermore, 

the Defendants argued in the past that “the board at any time today or 

in the future could ratify the prior decision to file suit, and again, there 

is no dispute Cross-Defendants have the board votes to do SO.” (RJN 

Ex. 20 at p. 20-21.)  

The court denied summary judgment by finding that “It is 

disputed whether this ratification and authorization is sufficient.” 

(RJN Ex. 21 at p. 2.) Whether or not the board majority was 
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disinterested didn’t involve disputed facts, since the members of the 

board were obvious, so the court should have made ruling as a matter 

of law.  

2. The Court Erred in Not Allowing the Jury to 
Determine Whether or Not the Storix Board Was 
Disinterested. 

Johnson proposed a special jury instruction entitled 

“Standing/Authority to Sue” indicating that Storix had no standing to 

sue unless the lawsuit was authorized, approved or ratified by a 

disinterested board or shareholder majority, which the court rejected 

(RJN Ex. 23 at p. 2.) The court reserved the decision until after the 

jury trial, then denied Johnson’s JNOV motion, stating that “the court 

is not persuaded by Johnson's argument that this lawsuit was not 

properly authorized. The evidence presented at trial undermines this 

claim and the court finds that there was authority to bring this 

lawsuit.” (RJN Ex. 11.)   

If there existed a question of fact requiring “evidence at trial”, 

the court erred in refusing Johnson’s proposed jury instruction and 

should have allowed the parties to present evidence and a special 

verdict question to the jury. The court should have “proceed[ed] to the 

trial of the special defense or defenses before the trial of any other 

issue in the case.” (C.C.P. § 597; italic added.) "[A] special verdict 

must present the conclusions of fact … as that nothing shall remain to 
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the Court but to draw from them conclusions of law." (Code Civ. 

Proc. section 624.) Because the court rejected Johnson’s jury 

instruction on the issue, there was no special finding requested from 

the jury. If the jury or court finds in favor of the plaintiff on a special 

defense, “all rulings on the trial thereof shall be deemed excepted to 

and may be reviewed on motion for a new trial or upon appeal from 

the judgment.” (C.C.P. § 597.)  

3. The Court Erred in Failing to Resolve Whether the Board 
Was Disinterested or Explain its Decision When Denying 
Johnson’s New Trial Motion. 

An order denying a motion for new trial is non-appealable but 

may be reviewed on appeal from the underlying judgment. (Walker v. 

Los Angeles County Metropolitan 5 Transportation Authority (2005) 

35 Cal.4th 15, 18.) “A motion for new trial may be used to challenge 

an appealable order on a motion as well as a decision or verdict in a 

conventional civil action[.]” (In re Marriage of Beilock (1978) 81 Cal. 

App.3d 713, 719-721.)  

After the court entered its final judgment, Johnson raised the 

same issues argued herein in his motion for new trial. (RJN Ex. 12 at 

pp. 9-12.) The court denied the motion, stating that “Johnson reasserts 

his arguments raised pre-trial and in the JNOV regarding standing, 

whether the lawsuit was properly authorized, and the applicability of 

the litigation privilege. These issues have already been adjudicated in 
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this court and it was determined that they have no merit.” (RJN Ex. 24 

at pp. 2-3.)  

A new trial motion can effectively serve as a request to clarify a 

statement of decision. “When a statement of decision does not resolve 

a controverted issue, or if the statement is ambiguous and the record 

shows that the omission or ambiguity was brought to the attention of 

the trial court either prior to entry of judgment or in conjunction with 

a motion under Section 657 or 663, it shall not be inferred on appeal 

or upon a motion under Section 657 or 663 that the trial court in favor 

of the prevailing party as to those facts or on that issue." (C.C.P. § 

634.) The court’s “Decision and Order” on the bench trial is silent on 

the issue of whether Storix’s lawsuit was approved or ratified by a 

disinterested board (RJN Ex. 4 at pp. 13-17) as is the “Judgment on 

Consolidated Actions Following Trial” (RJN Ex. 4 at pp. 9-11.)  

"If the motion for [JNOV] is denied and if a new trial is denied, 

the appellate court shall, if it appears that the motion for [JNOV] 

should have been granted, order judgment to be entered on appeal 

from the judgment or order denying the motion for [JNOV] ..." 

(C.C.P. § 629(c).)  There is simply no rational explanation for how the 

court has allowed this frivolous lawsuit to continue for four years 

without addressing the basic question of who at Storix is driving all 

this. The only answer is the Cross-Defendants, and that answer 

requires, by law, that this lawsuit be dismissed for lack of standing.  
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B. The Lawsuit Must Have Been Brought As a Shareholder 
Derivative Action 

Although a board normally has authority to pursue litigation on 

behalf of the corporation, “‘we have found no presumptive or implied 

authority … to institute litigation in the name of the corporation 

against a co-director ... The proper vehicle for such a suit, … is a 

shareholder's derivative action.’” (Anmaco, Inc. v. Bohlken (1993), 13 

Cal.App.4th 891, 899-900 (citing Corp. Code § 800; Jones v. H.F. 

Ahmanson & Co. (1969) (Jones) 1 Cal.3d 93, 106).)  An action is 

derivative if "the gravamen of the complaint is injury to the 

corporation, or to the whole body of its stock or property without any 

severance of distribution among individual holders, or if it seeks to 

recover assets for the corporation or to prevent the dissipation of its 

assets." Jones, supra, at 106-107. Storix’s second amended complaint 

still alleged only injury to the corporation, demanding monetary 

damages affecting all shareholders and injunctive relief to prevent 

Johnson from dissipating its assets by competing. (RJN Ex. 26 at pp. 

6-8.)  

Johnson also raised the issue of Storix’s lack of standing on 

grounds that the lawsuit should have been a shareholder derivative 

action throughout the litigation, and again in the motions for JNOV 

(RJN Ex. 25 at p. 9:10-11) and new trial (RJN Ex. 12 at p. 11), but the 

court never addressed the issue. If for no other reason, this Petition 
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should be granted on the basis that a board majority cannot use the 

company to simply sue any director who tries to oppose them.  

C. The Claim Against Johnson Was Based Entirely On a Single 
Email Protected by Litigation Privilege  

Johnson sent an email to a few of Storix’s customers in 2015 

(hereafter “Customer Email”), notifying them of his authorship and 

ownership of the registered copyrights to the software, of the pending 

copyright litigation, and that any further copies purchased before the 

case is decided would be infringing. (RJN Ex. 6 at p. 5.)  

The Customer Email was, on its face, directly related to 

Johnson’s then-pending copyright infringement action against Storix. 

The litigation privilege applies to “any communication (1) made in 

judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings; (2) by litigants …; (3) to 

achieve the objects of the litigation; and (4) have some connection or 

logical relation to the action.” (Silberg v. Anderson (1990) 50 Cal.3d 

205, 212; Aronson v. Kinsella (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 254, 262; Civ. 

Code, section 47, subd. (b)(2).) To encourage open communications 

in legal disputes, “the litigation privilege is absolute and applies 

regardless of malice. … [and] has been given broad application.” 

(Rusheen v. Cohen (2006) 37 Cal.4th 1048, 1053, 1063 (internal 

citations and quotations omitted); Kashian v. Harriman (2002) 98 

Cal.App.4th 892, 920 [“communications made in connection with 

litigation do not necessarily fall outside the privilege merely because 
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they are, or are alleged to be, fraudulent, perjurious, unethical, or even 

illegal” as long as they are logically related to litigation.”].)  

The Customer Email specifically described the copyright 

litigation, prominently identified the case number and his 1999 

copyright registration, and expressly sought to protect and secure his 

ownership rights to SBAdmin. It served the same purpose and was 

directly related to his copyright infringement lawsuit. Johnson alleged 

he was the owner of the SBAdmin software copyright and filed the 

copyright action to secure and protect his ownership rights against all 

parties – not just Storix. The email expressly sought to stop further 

copyright infringement – one objective of the lawsuit. Johnson’s 

notice was fully consistent with, and indeed contemplated by, the 

“innocent infringer” defense to copyright infringement. (17 U.S.C. § 

405(b) [providing “innocent infringer” defense to licensees until they 

receive actual notice of copyright from the true owner].) It does not 

matter if Johnson hoped the email would give him a litigation 

advantage or result in a settlement, the litigation privilege still applies. 

(See Blanchard v. DIRECTV, Inc. (2004) 123 Cal.App.4th 903, 909 

[litigation privilege protected cease and desist letters sent to thousands 

of customers who purchased illegal devices for pirating satellite 

signals].) 

Johnson argued in his motion for judgment notwithstanding the 

verdict that “The jury’s award of damages against Johnson was 
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premised entirely on a communication protected by the litigation 

privilege.” (RJN Ex. 25 at pp. 5-7.) The court denied Johnson’s JNOV 

motion, finding that “the litigation privilege does not apply to the 

email dated October 6, 2015, which Johnson claims is the basis for the 

jury's award of damages.” (RJN Ex. 11 at p. 2; italics added.) The 

amount of damages awarded by the jury proves their special verdict 

was based solely on the Customer Email and nothing else. The jury 

found that Johnson did not “breach his duty of confidentiality by 

using Storix, Inc.’s confidential information for his own benefit or 

interest while serving on the Board of Directors” (RJN Ex. 4 at p. 6:6-

9) and that Johnson did not “receive a benefit that he otherwise would 

not have achieved or to which he was not entitled as a result of 

breaching the duty of loyalty or duty of confidentiality that he owed to 

Storix, Inc.” (RJN Ex. 4 at p. 6:17-20.) The jury thereby rejected 

Storix’s $1.2M claim for “unjust enrichment” and “unfair head start” 

against Johnson and a non-existing company called “Janstor” for 

allegedly secretly competing. (RJN Ex. 26 at p. 1:25-28.) However, 

the jury found that Johnson nevertheless “breach[ed] his duty of 

loyalty by knowingly acting against Storix, Inc.’s interests” and 

awarded Storix the exact $3,739.14 it demanded for loss of employee 

productivity in responding to the Customer Email. 

Johnson raised the issue of litigation privilege in a pre-trial 

motion and in his JNOV motion. (RJN Ex. 25 at pp. 5-7.) Johnson 
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raised the issue again in his motion for new trial (RJN Ex. 12 at pp. 

11:22-12:13), which the court denied because the issue had “already 

been adjudicated in this court and it was determined that they have no 

merit.” As argued earlier, "If the motion for [JNOV] is denied and if a 

new trial is denied, the appellate court shall, if it appears that the 

motion for [JNOV] should have been granted, order judgment to be 

entered on appeal from the judgment or order denying the motion for 

[JNOV] .... " (C.C.P. § 629(c).) 

D. Only One More Juror Was Needed to Defeat Storix’s Claim 
Against Johnson 

 “[T]he jury's decision here, by a margin of nine to three, 

reinforces our conclusion the error in refusing appellant's negligence 

per se instruction was prejudicial.” (Delfino v. Sloan (1993) 20 

Cal.App.4th 1429, 1439; See also Seaman's Direct Buying Service, 

Inc. v. Standard Oil (1984) 686 P.2d 1158, 36 Cal.3d 752, 774. [“Only 

nine of the twelve jurors concurred in the verdict …”]; Robinson v. 

Cable (1961) (Robinson) 55 Cal.2d 425, 428, 359 P.2d 929 ["The fact 

that only the bare number of jurors … lends further support to the 

probability that the erroneous instruction was the factor which tipped 

the scales ..."].) Only nine of twelve jurors found that Johnson 

breached a duty of loyalty to Storix. (RJN Ex. 27 at p. 3; see RJN Ex. 

4 at pp. 5-6.)   
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CONCLUSION 

The complaint against Johnson was not authorized by Storix 

because its board was not interested in approving or ratifying the 

lawsuit. The lawsuit was nevertheless improper because claims a 

corporate director for damages affecting all shareholders must be 

brought as a shareholder derivative action. Furthermore, Storix’s inly 

successful claim, amounting to only 0.3% of what it sought, was 

based entirely on an email that was protected by litigation privilege.  

PRAYER 

WHEREFORE, Johnson prays that a writ of mandate issue from 

this court directing the Superior Court to dismiss Storix’s claim 

against Johnson for $3,739.14 and find in Johnson’s favor on Storix’s 

complaint.  

 

Date: May 13, 2019   Respectfully Submitted, 

By: 

_______________________ 

Petitioner in propria persona 
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CERTIFICATE OF WORD COUNT 

 

I hereby certify that pursuant to Rule 8.204(c)(1) of the 

California Rules of Court, the enclosed PETITION FOR WRIT OF 

MANDATE is produced using a 14-point Roman type font, including 

footnotes, and contains 4,642 words, which is less than the total of 

14,000 words permitted by the rules of court. I relied on the word 

count of Microsoft Word used to prepare this brief.  

 

Dated: May 13, 2019   ______________________________ 

         Anthony Johnson     
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DECLARATION OF ANTHONY JOHNSON 

  
1. I, ANTHONY JOHNSON am over 18 years of age and a 

resident of Las Vegas Nevada. I am self-represented in this action, 

have personal knowledge of the facts in this matter and stated herein 

and, if called as a witness to testify, could competently do so. 

2. I submit this declaration in support of the Petition for an 

Extraordinary Writ of Mandate to direct the superior court to dismiss 

the judgment against me and in favor of Storix, Inc. in the amount of 

$3,739.14 and find in my favor in the superior case number 37-2015-

00034545-CU-BT-CTL because the lawsuit was filed against me 

without any authorization or approval of Storix, Inc.  

3. Cross-defendants, including David Smiljkovich who was 

hired and engaged in efforts to force me to relinquish my remaining 

stock, refused to reconcile and claimed ownership of the software I 

created and registered in my name in 1999. I brought a copyright 

infringement lawsuit against Storix in 2014, and Storix counter-sued 

for ownership of my copyrights. Due to the increasing cost of the 

copyright litigation, I sold my San Diego home and moved to Florida.  

4. A year later, on August 20, 2015, the cross-defendants 

brought the current actions against me without notice or probable 

cause the morning of a settlement conference I traveled to San Diego 

to attend. I returned home after they refused to meet with me or 

negotiate only to be served the subpoena in this case.  

5. I and another non-employee shareholder, Robin Sassi, 

brought a shareholder derivative suit on Storix’s behalf in attempt to 

prevent the cross-defendants from doing any more damage to the 
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company. The cross-defendants instead used Storix profits and Storix 

counsel for their defense in addition to the lawsuit against me, and cut 

off all shareholder distributions. I later filed the cross-complaint in 

this action for personal damages, for which the cross-defendants again 

used Storix funds for their defense.  

6. In December 2015, the defendants (Storix) succeeded in 

taking ownership of my copyright, and subsequently brought a claim 

for over $1.2M against me for attorney fees in federal court, which 

was reversed and remanded, but is now pending its second appeal. 

The court ordered me to post a bond pending the appeal, which forced 

me to sell my home in Florida. I have since been living with family in 

Las Vegas. 

7. The cross-defendants in this case have at all times since 

2011 held a collective majority share of Storix and a majority of the 

board seats. The cross-defendants self-approved their own 

advancement of all legal expenses by the company, so they have never 

incurred nor paid any expenses out of pocket in any matters. Robin 

Sassi and I, using our combined 48% share of Storix, held board seats 

at Storix from 2015 through 2018, but Storix counsel has repeatedly 

sought and obtained court orders to prevent us from entering the 

premises or having access to any company financial records on the 

allegation alone that we were trying to obtain information to use in a 

competing business.  

8. A jury in this case awarded nothing on my cross-claims, but 

$3,739 to Storix for one of its claims added to an amended complaint. 

Storix failed to show any evidence that I was operating a secret 

competing business in California and was awarded nothing on its 
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primary $1.1M claim used to prevent my participation in my own 

company for four years. Because of this trivial award, Storix and the 

cross-defendants have collectively demanded over $110,000 in 

additional costs and fees and refused me any indemnification by 

Storix for my successful defense.  

9. After the trial in state court, I discovered that the cross-

defendants had converted over $450,000 of my earnings prior to the 

2011 stock transfer to their personal equity accounts. I brought a new 

case against them for conversion and malicious prosecution in January 

2019, for which they are now demanding a $160,000 out-of-state 

plaintiff’s bond.  

10. I filed an appeal for the judgment against me and the 

judgment in favor of the cross-defendants on my cross-complaint, 

case number D075308, which has still not been scheduled for briefing 

because the reporter and clerk’s transcripts are still incomplete. This 

delay has forced me to bring this Petition to address only the $3739 

judgment against me because the existence of that award is being 

further used by the cross-defendants to financially harass me and 

deprive me of any potential recovery.  

11. I have been unemployed since 2015 and have lost my home 

twice and most of my savings and retirement. If this $3739 award 

against me is not reversed, I may not be able to continue the pending 

appeals or a claim of malicious prosecution in effort to recover a 

fraction of what I have lost.  

12. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

State of California that the foregoing is true and correct.  
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13. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

State of California that the foregoing is true and correct. 
 

Executed on May 13, 2019 at Las Vegas, Nevada. 

     

________________________ 
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